Hello Moon Lovers.
Today, the 28th of September 2011, is such a day of processing. You may not even realize how much inner
work you are getting done today (because it’s inner) but…. It’s a very busy day under it all.
This morning, we have Mercury catching up to and passing the Sun. The Sun/Mercury conjunction is keyed to
working within and processing existing patterns. When Mercury is catching up to the Sun, we reach into life to
find meaning we can express and share with others. As Mercury passes the Sun, we pull back a little,
becoming more observant.
Venus is catching up to Saturn right now, too. Venus works with Saturn to return each of us to those ways in
which we refer to ourselves – the “I” that we know and step forward from. The conjunction is exact on the
30th. Notice how many sentences you utter contain the word “I.” Last week, with Mercury catching up to the
Sun, you were too busy to notice such a thing but now that Mercury is further into the zodiac, you’ll have a
chance to.
If all we were talking about was the Mercury/Sun conjunction and the Venus/Saturn conjunction, Libra’s goal
of self‐transformation would most likely move very quickly. But our Lady of the Eternally Positive Juno is
running in front of all of this, adorning and festooning everything the eye might turn to, so that what we see
glitters, though it may not be gold.
Again and again the ravens peck at the shiny things.
Under…. There is still the Moon, running through the swollen night of Scorpio. She touches gossamer strands
of deep karmic patterns, ghostly in the Autumn light.
Let us feel what she feels, in the middle of night.
At midnight, tonight, “A crystal shatters, releasing a cloud of dreams and memories….”
Processing, ravens pecking, glittery strands of the golden years…. And the Moon, our Lady, in Scorpio.

Much love,

